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Abstract: Global modulation studies with comprehensive numerical models contribute meaningfully
to the refinement of very local interstellar spectra (VLISs) for cosmic rays. Modulation of positrons
and anti-protons are investigated to establish how the ratio of their intensity, and with respect to
electrons and protons, are changing with solar activity. This includes the polarity reversal of the
solar magnetic field which creates a 22-year modulation cycle. Modeling illustrates how they are
modulated over time and the particle drift they experience which is significant at lower kinetic
energy. The VLIS for anti-protons has a peculiar spectral shape in contrast to protons so that the
total modulation of anti-protons is awkwardly different to that for protons. We find that the proton-
to-anti-proton ratio between 1–2 GeV may change by a factor of 1.5 over a solar cycle and that the
intensity for anti-protons may decrease by a factor of ~2 at 100 MeV during this cycle. A composition
is presented of VLIS for protons, deuteron, helium isotopes, electrons, and particularly for positrons
and anti-protons. Gaining knowledge of their respective 11 and 22 year modulation is useful to
interpret observations of low-energy anti-nuclei at the Earth as tests of dark matter annihilation.
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1. Introduction

Galactic anti-matter, specifically positrons and anti-protons, has been observed on
Earth simultaneously, continuously and with high precision over prolonged periods of
time by PAMELA [1–3] and AMS-02 [4,5]. Although these missions, deployed in geospace,
were designed to study specific astrophysical characteristics related to galactic cosmic rays
(GCRs), they both have contributed extensively to the study of solar modulation in the inner
heliosphere. For solar modulation and numerical modelling studies, observations of GCRs
lower than ~30 GV are essential, with modulation effects growing in significance the lower
the rigidity is. In this context, PAMELA had recorded GCRs down to ~80 MV from 2006
to 2016, ending just after the recent maximum solar activity. AMS-02 has been recording
GCRs down to ~0.5–1.0 GV since 2011, including the period of solar maximum activity, the
reversal of the heliospheric magnetic field (HMF) and the recent solar minimum period with
published spectra averaged over Bartels rotations until 2017. However, full spectra of anti-
matter particles detected at regular intervals (e.g., every solar rotation) by these missions
have not been published. This lower limit in energy of AMS-02 is not ideal for studying
the exceptional features of solar modulation occurring at lower energy but the consistent
preciseness of these observations over time has opened up other avenues that can be
studied in conjunction with sophisticated numerical models. These recurrently measured
spectra of such a variety of GCRs over an extensive period of time have made it possible
to take also the investigation of the modulation of GCRs with comprehensive numerical
models to a higher level of preciseness at a rigidity range not previously achievable. This
encourages studying modulation effects occurring at Earth that are quite small and which
on its part provides interesting challenges to numerical modeling attempting to explain
these easily overlooked features and the underlying physics on which they are based.
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Observations of GCRs made by the two Voyager spacecraft in the outer heliosphere
have been of utmost importance for modeling efforts on a global scale. Voyager 1 and 2
crossed the heliopause (HP) in August 2012 at 121.6 AU and in November 2018 at 119 AU
from the Sun, respectively, but far apart, about 167 AU, and at different heliographic
latitudes [6,7]. It is now reasonably well known how wide the inner heliosheath is, what
the average distance is between the termination shock (TS) and the HP and where the
HP is located as the preferred modulation boundary (at least in the nose-direction of the
heliosphere). Also, that none or very little modulation of GCRs (e.g., [8–10]) seems to occur
beyond the HP (this region is considered to be the outer heliosheath, depending on the
shape of the heliosphere and given that a heliospheric bow shock may exist; see [11,12].
Since no significant GCR spatial gradients in intensity were observed over this vast outer
heliospheric region, the assumption that the local interstellar spectra (LISs) for GCRs
are arriving isotropically at the heliosphere still seems reasonable (except at very high
rigidity where it is less than 0.1% (e.g., [13,14]). The point is that three-dimensional
(3D) simulations can now be done much less speculatively than before, both in terms of
the spatial dimensions of the heliosphere and what spectra to utilize at the modulation
boundary as very LISs (VLISs), an aspect that will be discussed in depth in the next section.
It is fair to say that the global and total modulation of GCRs between the HP and the Earth
can be described and simulated more convincingly than before. In this context a number of
open publications by the late W.R. Webber and his colleagues can be found on the eprint
archive arXiv. Also important to the aspired enhancement of global numerical modelling
are observations that were made by the Ulysses mission in the inner heliosphere between
1990 and 2009 from which an interpretation could be formed of how GCR modulation may
happen at high heliolatitudes (e.g., [15,16]; and the reviews in [17,18]).

In the context of establishing VLISs, both Voyager spacecraft have made measurements
in the kinetic energy (KE) range of 3 MeV/nuc to 346 MeV/nuc for protons, total helium and
other light GCR nuclei as well as for electrons (actually negatrons) from 2.7 to 74 MeV [19].
The energy range for these particles was specified somewhat differently in [20,21] also
reported observations for the secondary GCR isotopes H-2 (2H1 deuteron), and He-3
(3He2), apart from protons and He-4 (4He2), as primary particles. However, anti-matter
such as positrons and anti-protons are not measured by them, so that it remains an issue
what to use at these low rigidities for their VLISs in global modeling. Fortunately, solar
modulation can be considered negligible at an appropriate high enough rigidity where
precise measurements now exist so that at least their VLISs are easily determined at
these high rigidity values. The only point of contention here is at what rigidity the solar
modulation of GCRs truly commences [22].

A way to test for dark matter annihilation may be found in observations of low-
energy anti-nuclei in GCRs, such as anti-protons, anti-deuteron and anti-helium, making
the proper numerical study of the modulation of these anti-particles in the heliosphere
imminent. Rudimentary modulation models, such as the Force-Field model [23] and
analytical variations there-of (e.g., [24]), are inadequate for this purpose and can easily
yield misleading results when it comes to precise modeling as pointed out in [25–28].

The layout of this paper is as follows: First the essence of the basic transport theory
used for numerical models and our modeling approach to solar modulation studies are
briefly described, including global modulation parameters, as well as the diffusion coef-
ficients in terms of their rigidity dependence. Particle drifts are discussed and what the
drift related predictions for solar modulation are and how it manifests from the difference
between the modulation of electrons and positrons, protons and anti-protons and what dif-
ferences there are between positrons and anti-protons. In Section 3, the manner is discussed
in which the relevant VLISs are established by using both observations and numerical
modulation models. In Sections 4 and 5 simulations of the modulation of positrons and
anti-protons are shown in particular and the differences between them are discussed. A
brief discussion is given on the modulation of other types of anti-matter, with a summary
and a compilation of computed VLISs in the conclusion.
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2. Numerical Model and Modeling Approach to Solar Modulation Studies
2.1. Theory and Assumptions

The modeling here is based on solving numerically the transport equation (TPE)
derived in [29]:

∂ f
∂t

= ∇.(K.∇ f )− (V + 〈vD〉).∇ f +
1
3
(∇.V

)
∂ f

∂ln p
, (1)

where f (r , p, t) is the omnidirectional GCR distribution function, p is particle momentum, r
is the heliocentric position vector and t is time. The differential intensity of GCRs is given
by I = p2f or equivalently I = R2f, where R is rigidity in GV. The terms on the right-hand
side represent diffusion, convection, gradient and curvature drifts, and adiabatic energy
changes. The solar wind velocity is V = V(r, θ)er. Adiabatic energy losses occur when
∇.V > 0 which applies to most of the heliosphere. The diffusion tensor K consists of three
distinct diffusion coefficients (DCs), first, K‖ which is parallel to the average HMF, K⊥r
which is radially perpendicular to this field and K⊥θ which is perpendicular to this field
in the heliospheric polar direction. The averaged guiding center drift velocity for a near
isotropic distribution is given by

〈vD〉 = ∇× (eBKD) (2)

with eB = B/B. Here, KD is the drift coefficient (in the literature it is also indicated with KA)
where B is the magnitude of the background HMF at a given position in the heliosphere,
the value of which changes spatially and with solar activity.

The global HMF is assumed to have a basic Parkerian geometry in the equatorial
plane, but modified in the polar regions similar to the approach of [30]; for a full description
of this particular aspect, see [31]. The global latitudinal dependence of the V is assumed
to change from 430 km s−1 in the equatorial plane to 750 km s−1 in the polar regions only
during solar minimum activity in accordance with Ulysses observations (see [32], and
reference there-in; and reviews [17,18,33]). The HP position is assumed at 122 AU, with any
asymmetry in the shape of the heliosphere considered to be negligible for GCR modulation
studies (e.g., [34,35]). The position of TS is changed according to solar activity levels [36]
from 88 AU (e.g., in 2006) to 80 AU (e.g., in 2009). The shock compression ratio of 2.5 is
assumed for the TS consistent with observations [37,38] in order to account for the drop in
V beyond the TS as assumed in the model. For details on this modeling approach, see [39]
and references there-in. However, the re-acceleration of GCRs at the TS is not considered
for this study; for details on such a modeling approach; see [40,41].

This 3D numerical model and all relevant assumptions were comprehensively de-
scribed in [42–46]. The main features of this model and several applications can also be
found in these publications as well as those recently published [47–51]. For general reviews
on solar modulation, see [27,33,52–54] and for reviews on deriving transport equations for
GCRs, see [26,55,56] for those applicable to heliospheric transport.

2.2. Modeling Approach

The method and procedures followed here consist of the following: The VLIS for
electrons and protons were established as the first step and then used in the 3D modulation
model to reproduce the observed electron and proton spectra at the Earth from PAMELA
for 2006 to 2009, thus focussing at first on solar minimum conditions. This was extended to
include both PAMELA and AMS-02 spectra for after solar minimum to full maximum con-
ditions, including the reversal of the HMF polarity during solar maximum and afterwards
up to the present solar minimum. In this manner the model, with its assumptions about the
global heliosphere as well as all the modulation parameters, DCs and the drift coefficient
were tested and vindicated. The set of proton modulation parameters was applied to other
GCR nuclei, e.g., helium isotopes as well as anti-protons over time (solar activity) and the
electron parameter set was applied to positron modulation. This assures that the modeling
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parameters are not changed in an ad hoc and inconsistent manner for the purpose of simply
fitting observational data sets at the Earth, including those for GCR anti-matter.

The only differences in the modulation of protons and anti-protons are their global
drift directions in the heliosphere, and of course, their VLISs; similarly the only differences
in the modulation of electrons and positrons are their VLISs and their global drift directions.
The latter is of course responsible for the charge-sign dependent modulation effect over
a 22-year cycle related to the reversal of the HMF polarity as will be discussed further in
what follows.

Reproducing the precise observational spectra on Earth, especially at higher R, is being
studied to determine refinements to the rigidity dependence of the DCs over time. This
approach allows that the mentioned three DCs and the drift coefficient can be quantified
in terms of their rigidity so that the ‘free parameter space’ in these models has become
significantly reduced. How the 11-year and specifically the 22-year modulation cycles come
about are explained, including charge-sign effects, the physics of which is not described by
the Force-Field modulation approach (e.g., [27,57–59]).

The 3D numerical model for this modulation study is for a steady-state, so that
∂ f /∂t = 0 in Equation (1), so that modulation effects shorter than 27-days and all transient
events such as Forbush decreases or co-rotating interaction regions cannot be adequately
described with this model. Determination of the averaged values for modulation parame-
ters that vary with solar activity is an important part of the modeling approach, specifically
the tilt angle α of the heliospheric current sheet (HCS) and the magnitude B of the HMF,
both considered as good proxies for solar activity when it comes to charged particles; see
also [60,61]. These variations in α and B are used in the numerical model to set up realistic
modulation conditions for each epoch.

The top panel of Figure 1 shows α at Earth from 2005 to 2018 [62] together with
the calculated 15-month smoothed moving averages (SMAs) as used in the model. The
observed B values at the Earth are shown in the bottom panel for the same period [63]
together with the corresponding SMA. Also shown in this figure is the period when no
well-defined HMF polarity was reported, as indicated by the shaded band, and during
which the HMF polarity reversal occurred [64]. There seems no consensus on the exact
time span of this band as discussed in [65]. However, important is that before this period
the polarity of the HMF was A < 0 and afterwards A > 0; see the detailed discussion in
Section 2.5.1. The lowest values of both α and B occurred in 2009 as part of that prolonged
solar minimum, of which the specific modulation effects were discussed in detail in [42]. It
is expected that similar low values may occur during the present solar minimum period.
The highest values for α occurred around the beginning of 2013, with extraordinary high
but temporary values in 2011 and late in 2014, but for B the highest values occurred in late
2014, remaining relatively high until the end of 2015.

2.3. Rigidity Dependence of the Diffusion Coefficients

The DCs for GCR modulation in the heliosphere are related to the particles’ mean free
paths (MFPs), λ, through K = (v/3)λ with v = βc the particle’s speed, c the speed of light so
that β is the corresponding ratio. The relationship between, e.g., λ‖ and K‖ is given then by
K|| = (v/3)λ|| = (βc/3)λ||, similarly for K⊥r,K⊥θ and KD. The rigidity dependence of the
three relevant MFPs λ‖,λ⊥r,λ⊥θ and the drift scale λD are shown in Figure 2 for positrons
in the left panel and for anti-protons in the right panel for yearly averages from 2006 to 2017
as established in [45,60,66,67] in order to reproduce the corresponding observed electron
and positron spectra, and the proton and anti-proton spectra at Earth.
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Figure 1. The 27-day averaged values for the heliospheric current sheet (HCS) tilt angle (top panel; black line) and magnitude
of the heliospheric magnetic field (HMF) (bottom panel; black line) at the Earth from January 2005 to December 2018 along
with the calculated 15-month smoothed moving averages (SMA; red dots) as applied in the model. The period with no
well-defined HMF polarity is indicated by the shaded band during which the HMF polarity reversal took place changing
from A < 0 to A > 0. These entities serve as good proxies for solar activity when it comes to charged cosmic particles.

Figure 2. The particles’ mean free paths (MFPs) λ‖ λ⊥r, λ⊥θ and drift scale λD(≡ λA) as a function of rigidity at Earth, for
positrons (left panel) and anti-protons (right panel), averaged yearly from 2006 to 2017; solid lines indicate the parallel
MFPs, dashed-dotted lines indicate the perpendicular MFPs (middle set of curves) and the drift scale (lower set of curves),
with different colours for each year as indicated; values of λ⊥r and λ⊥θ are the same at Earth.
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Figure 2 illustrates important aspects of how positrons and anti-protons (and electrons
and protons) in terms of the R dependence of their MFPs are modulated, apart from
the depicted time-dependence which is discussed later. Both these particle types have a
different R dependence for the three MFPs at low compared to high R; for positrons this
change in spectral slope occurs typically around ~0.4 GV and for anti-protons around
~4 GV, with steeper slopes consistently above these turn-point (tipping point) in R. The
R-dependence of λ⊥r and λ⊥θ are the same and modestly different from λ‖ at high R but
not at low R; overall λ⊥r and λ⊥θ are only about 2% of the value of λ‖ but their values
differ away from the equatorial plane of the simulated heliosphere (see [45]). The MFPs for
positrons (and electrons) have a characteristic slope, almost independent of R below ~0.4
GV, which means that the total value of the modulation of these particles between the HP
and the Earth is the same below 0.4 GV because their modulation is diffusion-dominated
in this rigidity range, not adiabatically-dominated as for protons and anti-protons. This
aspect was elaborately illustrated with GCR spectra [45,60,66,67] and relates to what was
discussed theoretically in [68–70] and from a turbulence theory point of view in [55,71].
The drift scale also shows a difference at high R (where λD ∝ R) compared to low R, with
the change in spectral slope occurring typically between 1–2 GV for both positrons and
anti-protons. This significantly steeper decrease in λD for R < ~1 GV has been reported
and studied comprehensively with numerical models (e.g., [72], and references there-in)
and theoretically (e.g., [73,74], and references there-in).

In the modeling used here it is assumed that the DCs (and MFPs) in terms of their
spatial dependence scale proportional to B0/B with B0 = 1 nT. This is the simplest and most
pragmatic approximation to turbulence theory that can be assumed for DCs in numerical
models and has turned out to be quite reasonable; for discussions and applications of more
complicated assumptions regarding the relationship between these DCs and heliospheric
turbulence; see [72,75–78]. Mathematical expressions for the R-dependence of the three
MFPs, and the drift scale, as shown in Figure 2, are not repeated here (they are quite
lengthy and would take up a substantial amount of space). They were given extensively
in [48,60,72], and many were also utilized in [47,79–81].

2.4. Time Dependence of the Diffusion Coefficients

Another intriguing aspect of what is depicted in Figure 2 is the time variation found
for the R dependence of the MFPs. For anti-protons their time variation is largest below
4 GV with a remarkable spread in values between 2006 and 2017, at the lowest R this spread
is in the order of a factor of 10 but much less above 4 GV, about a factor of 3. This is a
manifestation of the larger modulation that GCRs nuclei experience the lower the rigidity.
For positrons (and electrons) this is different; the spread in time is significant for R > 0.4 GV,
in the order of a factor of 10 but less significant below this value. The latter is based on
comparing the model with published PAMELA observations for the solar minimum period
before 2010; for electrons the observational cut off was established at ~80 MeV but originally
higher for positrons at ~200 MeV because of statistics [2,82]; with AMS-02 observations
from R > 0.5 GV but usually published for R ≥ 1 GV ([5] and references there-in). This
aspect, as well as the apparent steady behaviour in terms of rigidity, is therefore difficult to
investigate more precisely, also complicated by Jovian electrons that dominate the spectrum
at the Earth below ~50 MeV [83,84]. Although observations (detection) of electrons and
positrons at lower R in geospace are intricate [85,86], such data will be quite useful for
future analysis. For λD this time dependence is about the same at all rigidities, although
somewhat less for R < ~1 GV than above; see also [81].
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Emphasizing the significance of the mentioned time dependence, Figure 3 shows λ‖
λ⊥r, λ⊥θ and λD as determined for protons (assumed to be valid also for anti-protons)
but now averaged over three distinct periods, for solar minimum conditions from 2006
to 2008, for increasing solar activity from 2011 to 2013 and then for maximum activity
conditions from 2013 to 2015, in order to reproduce both PAMELA and AMS02 proton
and antiproton spectra. Qualitatively, similar behaviour is shown as in Figure 2 but now
it clearly illustrates how the time dependence differ below and above ~10 GV; below this
value the MFPs decrease progressively and significantly from 2006–08 to 2013–15 but the
opposite, and at a much smaller scale, occurs above this value. This seems counterintuitive,
but similar behaviour (trends) using precise spectra from AMS-02, was reported also
in [80,81,87] and implies that GCRs with R > 10 GV have somewhat smaller MFPs at solar
minimum than at solar maximum; as such quite an interesting aspect of solar modulation at
higher rigidity. In this context, it is well known that time trends in modulation is occurring
differently at low and high rigidity during A > 0 and A < 0 cycles; see the discussion
in [88,89], and references there-in, and recent modeling studies (e.g., [81]).

Figure 3. The MFPs, λ‖, λ⊥r, λ⊥θ , and the drift scale λD(≡ λA), from top to bottom, are shown for
protons (assumed to be the same for anti-protons) as a function of rigidity but now averaged over
three distinctive periods for solar minimum conditions from 2006–2008 (red lines), for increasing
solar activity from 2011–2013 (grey lines) and for maximum activity conditions from 2013–2015 (blue
lines); at Earth λ⊥θ = λ⊥r.

An example of the time dependence of λ‖ at the Earth is shown in Figure 4 for
protons and anti-protons at 1 GV from July 2006 to May 2017. The period with no well-
defined HMF polarity is indicated again by the shaded band, during which the HMF
polarity changed from A < 0 to A > 0. During the A > 0 solar minimum λ‖ had reached
a maximum value in late 2009 and then decreased systematically to reach a minimum
value in early 2015, apparently several months after the reversal of the HMF polarity was
completed. The value in 2017 is already close to that in 2006 which was the beginning of
the previous prolonged solar minimum. This investigation will be continued when new
AMS-02 spectra get published for the present solar minimum (before and after 2020). A
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similar time-dependence was found for positrons and electrons in [62] with qualitative
similar results.

Figure 4. Parallel MFP λ‖, at the Earth based on the simulations (this work) of 1 GV protons and
anti-protons from July 2006 to May 2017. The period with no-well-defined HMF polarity is indicated
by the shaded band during which the HMF polarity reversal occurred, changing from A < 0 to A > 0,
the latter being the present modulation state.

2.5. Particle Drifts in the Heliosphere

As alluded to above, the solar modulation effects on GCRs of global gradient and
curvature drifts, including the effect of the wavy HCS, are known and reported extensively
since its introduction [90] and first modelled in 3D [91]. The main predictions are mentioned
in the next section. Global particle drifts is one of the four main modulation processes as
described in Equation (1). As numerical models have become more sophisticated, including
the stochastic differential equation (SDE) approach to modulation modeling [9,31,92,93]
and as new long-term and precise observations have become available from time to time,
the insight on how large drift effects are and how this may change with rigidity, with space
and with solar activity, as well as from one 11-year cycle to the next one, has significantly
improved since the 1980’s.

It has been realized that what is known theoretically as weak-scattering drift is an
oversimplification. This is obtained by assuming that in the heliosphereωτ >> 1, where
ω is the gyro-frequency of a charged particle in the HMF as a given location and with τ a
time scale defined by its scattering so that the drift coefficient simplifies to:

KD =
βR
3B

(ωτ)2

1 + (ωτ)2 =
βR
3B

. (3)

This expression was used in earlier numerical models and obviously has an uncompli-
cated rigidity dependence, with its spatial dependence determined by what is assumed for
B. During the Ulysses mission it became evident that this gives a far too large drift effect
concerning the observed GCR latitudinal intensity gradients [17,33,39,54] at low rigidity,
typically at R < 1 GV. This mission also indicated that Parker’s descriptions of the global
HMF structure is an oversimplification [94]. Nowadays, it is common practice in numerical
modeling to modify KD at lower rigidities as shown in Figures 2 and 3, and to modify the
global geometry of the HMF to some degree; see [35,48,72] for the appropriate expressions
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and [31,94] for a study on HMF and HCS modifications. An extensive theoretical study on
the reduction of particle drift, using various assumptions for heliospheric turbulence, was
described in [74] (and references there-in) with previous related studies in, e.g., [73].

Apart from these explicit reductions of particle drift, the more subtle reduction of
drift related modulation effects is done through changing diffusion which follows from
the inspection of Equation (1) according to which the drift velocity is multiplied by ∇ f
(in effect the spatial gradients of the GCR intensity in the heliosphere at a given position
and KE). This means that when these gradients are changed through changing any of the
three DCs, drift effects consequently change. This is considered an implicit reduction of
drift effects, not directly affecting the drift coefficient In this context, what is assumed, for
example, for K⊥θ is quite important because it affects directly the intensity gradients in the
polar regions of the heliosphere and therefore the corresponding drift related modulation
effects see also [72,84].

Another aspect of interest is how drift effects change with solar activity. At first,
these effects were changed in simulation studies only through changing the waviness
(tilt angles) of the HCS and later followed by changing B as it changes with solar activity.
These aspects were simulated comprehensively in [95–97] who also introduced the concept
of global merged interaction regions (GMIRs) into drift modeling; for more recent such
simulations, see also, e.g., [98,99]. Simulations of these GMIRs showed that they could
easily dominate the level of GCR modulation depending on how extensive in space they
are and how many of them form beyond 5–10 AU during phases of higher solar activity.
Particle drifts appeared to be dominant during solar minimum epochs (see review [100])
but how much particle drifts remains during periods of high solar activity could not be
answered conclusively. However, afterwards it became clear that KD (or λD) is required
to be scaled with time in order to reproduce GCR observations over extended periods of
time, specifically from the Ulysses mission; see reviews [17,18,33]. Examples of numerical
simulation utilizing such an approach were given in [34,101–103] who also studied other
modulation effects such as the role of the TS and inner heliosheath. Later, [104,105]
applied a time-dependent scaling factor in their numerical model to reproduce GCRs at
the Earth and especially along the trajectories of the two Voyager spacecraft. The first
numerical calculations on specifically how KD scales (effectively being reduced) over
periods of increased solar activity up to solar maximum conditions was given in [106]
when comparing their simulations to Ulysses observations. They found that relatively little
particle drift (<10%) remained during the solar maximum periods of 1990–91 and 2000–02.
Recently, [45,62] determined how much particle drift is needed at 1 GV to explain the
time dependence from 2006 to 2015 related to the observed precise electron and positron
spectra from PAMELA and AMS-02 during each solar activity phase, especially during the
polarity reversal phase when no well-defined HMF polarity was present. The equivalent
result based on our simulations of proton and anti-proton modulation is shown in Figure 5.
Evidently, very little drift is found and required for the period of maximum solar activity.

2.5.1. Drift Related Modulation Effects

A main feature of drift related modulation is that the particle drift velocity field repeats
its configuration every 22 years because it changes direction when the solar magnetic field
flips over during every period of maximum solar activity. The northern and southern
polar field then reverses sign so that if the direction in the northern hemisphere had been
outwards it became inwards after the reversal. This process is known as the ‘polarity’
change of the solar magnetic field. The time it takes for the reversal to be completed
differs from one solar maximum to the next one and how the process happens in time
is always different for the northern polar field than for the southern field; see, e.g., [64].
From the view point of charged-particle drifts and solar modulation, the important aspect
is that this period is characterized as a time with no well-defined HMF polarity and that
it usually lasts more than a year. To briefly recap: The drift cycles are called A < 0 (e.g.,
2001–2012) when positively charged GCRs (protons, positrons, GCR nuclei.) drift inward
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to the inner heliosphere mainly through the equatorial regions of the heliosphere, and in
the process encounter the wavy HCS, and outward via the polar regions of the heliosphere.
Negatively charged particles (electrons, anti-protons, anti-matter nuclei) then drift inwards
and downwards to the Earth mostly from the polar regions and then outward mainly
through the equatorial regions. During an A < 0 phase, it is expected that the changing
wavy HCS plays an important even dominant role in the modulation of positively charged
particles, whereas for an A > 0 polarity phase the drift directions become reversed so that
negatively charged particles encounter the HCS during their entry.

Figure 5. The drift scale, λD, at the Earth as a function of solar activity from July 2006 to May 2017,
based on simulations of 1 GV proton and antiproton modulation; see also [60,66,67]; shaded band as
in Figure 4.

The consequence of what is described above is that it produces a 22-year modulation
cycle, not just in the GCR intensity-time profiles but also spatially in terms of the distribu-
tion of the radial and latitudinal intensity profiles in the heliosphere (and consequently
the spatial gradients), and with the charge-sign dependent effect probably the most spec-
tacular. Illustrative examples of the observation of this phenomenon with the Ulysses
mission [15,107] and subsequent modeling was given in [108]. A full list of these drift
related phenomena were given in the review [59].

A very subtle drift effect, not always mentioned, is the prediction that proton spectra
for A < 0 solar minimum cycles compared to A > 0 minimum cycles should exhibit a
spectral cross-over with means that below this cross-over rigidity the differential intensity
is higher in the A > 0 than in the A < 0 cycles but not above this rigidity [109–111], as long
as solar activity is at the same level. This phenomenon is discussed in detail in [88,89],
especially how it is predicted with precise numerical modeling and how difficult it is to
find and confirm observationally but surely possible now that precise long-term spectral
observations have become available.
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During the prolonged solar minimum before 2010, PAMELA had observed and con-
firmed the charge-sign dependent effect between electrons and protons conclusively [112]
and later reported how this effect for electrons and positrons had changed with the reversal
of the HMF polarity [2,113], although smaller than predicted by the leading drift models
of that time [59]. Such an effect was also found for the very first time in the recover times
of observed proton and electron Forbush decreases [114] and comprehensively modelled
by [115]. The charge-sign dependent effect during the recent HMF polarity reversal was
also observed and reported by AMS-02 [5], confirming the PAMELA observations, and is
discussed further in Sections 4 and 5 comparison with our drift modeling.

3. The Question of VLISs at the Heliopause

The VLISs for GCRs are required as input spectra for the numerical modelling of
their total and global modulation in the heliosphere [46,116–121]. For each type of charged
cosmic particles such a specific input spectrum is considered to be unmodulated by solar
activity beyond the HP. Global modulation modelling relates these VLISs to the correspond-
ing observations at the Earth, through the physics contained in the assumed transport
model applicable to the heliosphere. In order to reproduce (simulate) observed spectra
over a wide rigidity range at the Earth for any type of GCRs, their associated VLISs must
first be determined and evaluated against galactic propagation models such as GALPROP
(e.g., [121–123]) and then tested and vindicated with comprehensive 3D modulation models
as described here.

After Voyager 1 had observed GCRs at and beyond the HP, the question came up
whether these spectra at ~122 AU, technically just heliopause spectra, could be used as
VLISs and if the latter are truly the same as pristine LIS (say, 1000 AU away from the Sun)
and if they were on their part truly the same as the averaged Galactic spectra (parsecs
away). These questions have led to predictions done with SDE type modulation models
that GCRs may be modulated even beyond the HP implying that the heliopause spectra
were not the same as LISs and that the HP should not be considered the true modulation
boundary. The original prediction [124] had come to such a conclusion but refined models
later on predicted far less modulation (e.g., [125]) with [9] eventually illustrating with
a comprehensive SDE study under what conditions at and just beyond the HP such
modulation may happen or not, and why most recent Voyager 1 observations are consistent
with no intensity gradient as mentioned above. These studies and also modeling of the TeV
cosmic ray anisotropy [14] have been able to supply interstellar propagation parameter
values. It is worth mentioning that disturbances related to solar activity have indeed been
observed beyond the HP implying that the outer heliosheath is somewhat influenced by
solar activity but apparently not to the extent that GCRs are impacted to show a subsequent
modulation type response; see, e.g., the discussion in [10].

At first, establishing VLISs explicitly for solar modulation studies had been done by
simply finding a statistical fit to the mentioned observations at low and at very high KE, but
with values in between nothing more than estimates of the value and shape of the respective
VLISs. This approach was followed for electrons [43,126] and for protons [42,44,127] and
used in a comprehensive 3D modulation model; see also [27,116]. Similar approaches
were followed in [47,119] with a different approach in [128]. As expected these attempts
(statistically fitting observations) produce VLISs within about 10% of each other.

Precisely measured spectra at the Earth up to kinetic energy (KE) well above where
modulation is assumed to become negligible [22] contribute significantly to the improved
understanding of VLIS, providing meaningful constraints to galactic propagation models,
and for the study of astrophysical concepts and explanations. However, the spectral value
and shape of the VLIS above ~500 MeV up to whatever KE where solar modulation is
considered negligible have remained uncertain to a large degree (see also the comple-
mentary discussion in [57]). Addressing this shortcoming, galactic propagation models
are the main option, although there surely are other ways (e.g., [129,130]). Several such
galactic propagation models of varying complexity have been developed over time; see,
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e.g., [123,131,132], including the SDE approach of [133]. However, the GALPROP code,
being made available on-line, is an obvious choice to use and have been applied extensively
to reproduce Voyager, PAMELA and AMS-02 observations also being used as constraints
to these models. For typical examples of this approach where modulation models are used
in conjunction with Galactic propagation models, see [19,46,117–119] also being discussed
further below. Less sophisticated galactic propagation models, such as the so-called Leaky
Box Model, had also been used; see, e.g., [21,134] where this model is applied extensively,
and which nevertheless have provided useful insight into what VLISs may be. Of course,
computing LISs with GALPROP for secondary GCRs are intrinsically more complicated
than for GCR protons and nuclei. It is known from applying GALPROP that the spectral
shape of the positron and anti-proton LISs are very different so it makes for quite interesting
modulation differences between these anti-matter GCRs as shown below as the main focus
of the present study.

This self-consistent approach has been followed in order to refine the computed LISs
from GALPROP to transform them into VLISs. This means that the physics in GALPROP
is attuned to comply with observational constraints from Voyager 1 and 2, PAMELA and
AMS-02, and importantly, also providing in the process the shape of the VLISs in the middle
range of KE, typically between 200 MeV/n to 30 GeV/n. We consider this approach as an
improvement to using statistical fits to the mentioned observations. The VLISs obtained in
this manner are then used as input (unmodulated) spectra in our 3D modulation model
described above.

The next level of observational constraints comes forward when applying the 3D mod-
ulation model. Apart from having to reproduce spectra at the Earth over a wide range of
KE, the model also has to reproduce spatial intensity gradients, both latitudinal as observed
by Ulysses in the inner heliosphere, and radial as observed by the Voyagers from the Earth
to the TS, and then from the TS to the HP, which is totally different from modulation up to
the TS. The inner heliosheath causes what may be considered an additional modulation
‘barrier’ which has a completely different level of effects on GCRs of low KE than high
KE. An example of this comprehensive approach to proton modulation is given in [39]
and lately in [120]. The same model is then applied to GCR electrons as given in [111]
and also positrons [135]. Once the model has reached this level of sophistication, it can be
applied with confidence to predict the VLIS at the HP for positrons and anti-protons, in
fact for all GCRs for which no observations exist beyond the HP as done in [121] with their
HelMod approach. Utilizing the precise observations at the Earth, the VLISs for all GCRs
may be fine-tuned based on the output of the modulation model at high rigidity. This
procedure has been followed for protons [48], for total helium and separately for the two
helium isotopes [48–51], as well as for electrons and positrons [45,60,67] and for protons
and anti-protons [66].

In Figure 6 three examples of the VLISs obtained in this manner are shown, here
depicted for protons, electrons and total helium (He-4 plus He-3) at the HP (122 AU) as
specified in our modulation model. At high enough KE where solar modulation is assumed
insignificant, these VLISs are required to match the observations at Earth. Evidently, as the
KE decreases, the deviation of these observations at Earth from the corresponding VLIS
increases as solar modulation becomes progressively larger.
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Figure 6. The very local interstellar spectra (VLISs) at the heliopause (HP) (122 AU) for galactic
protons (black line), electrons (blue line) and total helium (red lines) with observations at the HP
from Voyager 1 [19] and Voyager 2 [7], and corresponding spectra at the Earth from AMS-02 [5] and
PAMELA [80,136,137].

4. Positron Modulation

Before the precise, simultaneous and long-term measurements of anti-matter at Earth,
charge-sign dependent solar modulation was mostly studied using electrons (negatrons as
the sum of electrons and positrons), protons and helium of the same rigidity (e.g., [15]).
The first robust observational evidence of charge-sign dependent solar modulation was
reported in [138] and modelled in [139] using a drift model which, today, is known as
a first generation drift model. These type of drift models predicted that during A > 0
polarity cycles the intensity ratio of negative to positively charged particles as a function
of time should exhibit a ∧ shape profile while during A < 0 cycles it should exhibit a ∨
shape around minimum modulation periods, but when only the waviness of the HCS
was changed with time [140]; for updates and new insights, see Figures 2 and 3 in [141].
It was found that when other modulation parameters were also changed with time in
later generation drift models these distinctive shapes fade and are been smoothed out
(e.g., [106]).

Comprehensive modeling was done for electron and positron modulation in the
global heliosphere [101,102] relying on the computations of galactic spectra [142–144] as
alternative to the GALPROP calculations [121]. These modulation models were more
advanced and also included the effects of the solar wind TS and the role of the inner
heliosheath which was considered state-of-the-art at that time but not much attention
was given to comparisons between these modulation predictions and observations at
the Earth. This has changed since the first positron spectra from PAMELA [2,113,145]
became available. Follow-up simulations done for positrons in [135] were based on new
VLISs with the focussed on detailed aspects of the solar modulation of positrons during
the extraordinary quiet solar modulation period from 2006–2009. For the first time, a
meaningful modulation factor in the heliosphere was computed for positrons, from 50 GeV
down to 1 MeV, as well as the electron to positron ratios as a function of time and rigidity
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for the mentioned period. In the next section, the focus is on contemporary modeling of
these GCR positrons.

4.1. The VLIS and Modulated Spectra

A comprehensive numerical study of the modulation of galactic electrons and positrons
was reported in [60]. First, they established the VLISs for electrons using the process de-
scribed above [46] by adjusting the appropriate physics in the web version of the GALPROP
code [146] (and references there-in) to reproduce both the observed Voyager 1 and 2 electron
intensity levels from beyond the HP and the high KE observations from PAMELA where
solar modulation is considered negligible. Since positron data is not available beyond
the HP, the spectral shape of the positron VLIS at low KE is based on what GALPROP
produced but empirically modified as explained in [45,67] to improve the reproduction of
observed spectra at Earth. As mentioned, the only known differences in the heliospheric
modulation of electrons and positrons are the particle drifts that they experience and their
respective VLISs.

The computed VLIS for electrons and positrons are shown in Figure 7 together with
observations for galactic electrons from PAMELA from January to December 2009 [82],
from AMS-02 from May 2011 to May 2017 [5] and from Voyager 1 [6,19] and Voyager 2 [7],
with positron observations from PAMELA [113] and AMS-02 [5]. As for Figure 6, solar
modulation is assumed insignificant at high enough KE where these VLISs are required to
match the Earth observations. Again, the deviation of these observations at the Earth from
the corresponding VLISs increases as solar modulation becomes progressively larger with
decreasing KE.

Figure 7. The computed VLIS for electrons (black line) from [43] and positrons (blue line) from [45] in
comparison with observations from Voyager 1 [6,19] and Voyager 2 [7] at the HP, and observational
averages from PAMELA [113] and AMS-02 [5] at the Earth as indicted in different colours. Figure is
amended from [60].

In Figure 8, the modulation of positrons during extraordinary quite modulation
conditions is shown as computed spectra at Earth compared to PAMELA data [113] for
the period July to December 2009 (A > 0 cycle), and corresponding computed spectra
throughout the heliosphere at 10 AU, 50 AU and 100 AU in the equatorial plane with
respect to the VLIS at 122 AU. Examples of how large this modulation may be for an A > 0
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cycle were given in [67], which can be tested once AMS-02 positron spectra are published
for the present solar minimum period. Neutron monitors at ground level have already
reached maximum counts in mid-2020 (see, e.g., [147]).

Figure 8. Computed positron spectra at Earth (blue line) compared to PAMELA data for the period
July to December 2009 (A < 0 cycle), and corresponding spectra predicted for 10 AU, 50 AU and
100 AU with respect to the VLIS at 122 AU (upper black line) from [45,67].

4.2. Drift Effects

Figure 9 illustrates the predicted drift effects relevant to positrons displayed as com-
puted spectra at Earth for modulation conditions applicable to the second halves of 2006
and 2009 (indicated as 2006b and 2009b) for the A < 0 cycle compared to the A > 0 cycle
assuming the same modulation conditions. These spectra are shown with respect to the
assumed VLIS at 122 AU. Evidently, focussing on the qualitative features, drift effects grad-
ually subside with decreasing KE to vanish completely at low enough KE. For increasing
and higher KE these effects gradually subside to become relatively small above a few GeV.
This happens differently at higher KE than at the lower KE. Important is that the intensity
for A > 0 cycles is predicted consistently higher than for A < 0 cycles, under the same
modulation conditions, but not at all rigidities; note that the subtle phenomenon of the
cross-over of these A > 0 and A < 0 spectra between 1–2 GeV is also present for these GCRs
so that it is not obvious where these drift effects completely disappear with increasing KE.
Modelling details related to this figure were reported in [45].

The quantitative features are displayed in Figure 10 by plotting the ratio of intensities
for A < 0 to A < 0, first for the periods 2006b and 2009b for both electrons and positrons.
In the left panel the ratios are shown at Earth related to Figure 9. The largest drift effects
are occurring between 200 MV and 600 MV, progressively phasing out with decreasing
rigidity to fade away below ~100 MV. Drift effects also subside with increasing rigidity
(KE), but more strongly than at low rigidity, producing in the process the spectral cross-over
phenomenon. As mentioned above, the inspection of the difference between A > 0 and
A < 0 spectra above 1–2 GV in Figure 9 shows this cross-over, clearly evident in the ratios,
so that A < 0 becomes higher than A > 0, in contrast to what happens at lower rigidity
(KE). It appears that drift effects dissipate above ~10 GV but how small it gets before
completely subsiding still needs to be investigated thoroughly (related to which rigidity
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solar modulation really commences at). In the right panel of Figure 10 the predicted ratios
are shown at 10 AU, 50 AU and 100 AU in the equatorial plane, in addition to those at
1 AU. Evidently, drift effects decrease with increasing radial distance, from a maximum
ratio of ~2.5 at 1 AU to ~1.2 at 100 AU; see also [35,148] who simulated drift effects for
GCRs throughout the heliosphere. These results are consistent to what [84] reported for
drift effects on electrons; see also predictions made for the two drift cycles for electrons
and protons in [111].

Figure 9. Predicted drift effects for positrons are displayed based on the differences in computed
spectra between A > 0 (dashed lines) and A < 0 drift cycles (coloured solid lines). Modulation
conditions applicable to the second halves of 2006 and 2009, indicated at 2006b and 2009b, are
simulated for both cycles. The predicted spectra are shown at Earth with respect to the assumed
VLIS] at 122 AU (black solid line). Figure is adapted from [45].

The charge-sign dependence displayed in Figure 10 is further highlighted in the next
two figures by plotting the ratio of electron to positron intensities (e−/e+) as a function
of KE, as well as for (e+/e−) in the bottom parts for illustrative purposes because it has
been reported as such many times. These computed ratios are shown in Figure 11 at Earth
with respect to the ratio of the two respective VLIS. The simulations are done for 2006b
and 2009b modulation conditions so that a comparison can be made to the PAMELA
observations [2,113] of electrons and positrons for these well-defined solar minimum
periods. In Figure 12, these ratios are repeated for the A < 0 cycle as shown in Figure 11
but now also including the predicted ratios for an A > 0 drift cycle (the present solar epoch)
assuming modulation conditions to be the same as in 2006b and 2009b. This serves to
highlight the difference in these ratios between the two drift cycles.
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Figure 10. (Left panel) Predicted drift effects at Earth for positrons and electrons in terms of the intensity ratios between
A > 0 and A < 0 drift cycles. This relates to what is shown in Figure 9 for positrons, again displayed for modulation
conditions applicable to 2006b and 2009b. (Right panel) Drift effects for positrons and electrons at 1 AU, and predicted for
10 AU, 50 AU and 100 AU in the heliospheric equatorial plane. In this latter case modulation conditions for 2006b only
are simulated.

Figure 11. Ratio of electron to positron intensities (e−/e+) is shown as a function of kinetic energy
(KE at Earth with respect to the ratio of the two respective VLIS (black lines) at 122 AU. In the lower
part of the panel, the equivalent (e+/e−) is shown for illustrative purposes. Simulations are done for
modulation conditions as in 2006b (blue lines) and 2009b (red lines) in comparison with PAMELA
observations [2,82,113] during this solar minimum A < 0 drift cycle.
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Figure 12. Same as Figure 11 (solid lines), but showing additionally ratios predicted for an A > 0 drift
cycle, the present minimum epoch (dashed lines), assuming identical modulation conditions as in
2006b and 009b, respectively; following the colour coding as indicated in the legends.

An illustration of how charge-sign dependent modulation changes with time (solar ac-
tivity), the observed and simulated ratios (e+/e−) are shown in Figure 13 for 1.01–1.46 GeV
and for Bartels rotation numbers 2426 to 2506 (mid-2011 to mid-2017). The simulated ratios
are based on reproducing the AMS-02 electron and positron spectra for these periods. Evi-
dently, the simulations agree well with the observations displaying how the ratio changes
from a low value before the reversal period to a significantly higher value afterwards.
Figure 14 shows simulated ratios based on reproducing the observed PAMELA ratio [2]
for 1.01–2.5 GeV over a longer period from 2006 to 2016. Modelling details related to this
figure were reported in [60].

Figure 13. The simulated (e+/e−) ratio (blue circled point and smoothed line) as a function of time (solar activity) based
on reproducing the AMS-02 electron and positron spectra [5] for this period from mid-2011 to mid-2017 shown here for
1.01–1.46 GeV in comparison with the observed ratio. Shaded band again indicates the period of no well-defined HMF
polarity, with the A < 0 cycle before and the A > 0 cycle after this reversal period.
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Figure 14. The simulated (e+/e−) ratio (black line with grey band) as a function of time (solar activity) based on reproducing
the PAMELA observed ratio [2] here shown at 1.01–2.5 GeV (circled blue points with error bars) for this period. Vertical
shaded band is as before. Modeling results are shown along with the standard error of mean (SEM; deviation/

√
n). Figure

amended from [60].

5. Anti-Proton Modulation

The first prediction of drift effects pertinent to anti-proton modulation was made
in [149]. This early, first generation drift model, with the HP assumed at only 50 AU,
predicted a change of a factor of ~8 in the anti-proton to proton ratio at 300 MeV between
an A > 0 minimum and an A < 0 solar minima but about half of that for periods of
increased solar activity. The LIS for protons and anti-protons were typical of what had been
used then. The only time-dependent change in this modulation model was the tilt angle
so what was predicted for solar maximum conditions was significantly over estimated.
Comprehensive modeling was later done for anti-proton modulation in [101,102,150]
relying on computations of galactic spectra with the GALPROP code [122]. Apart from
drifts, their model also included the effects of the TS and the role of the outer heliosheath.
These models predicted lesser drift effects than first generation models but they also
consistently applied an overall reduction factor to the drift coefficient. The modulated anti-
proton spectra at Earth reported in [102] differed by a factor of 1.5 below 100 MeV between
the two drift cycles and also illustrated how the anti-proton to proton ratio changed from
solar minimum to maximum.

Later, a 3D modulation model was used in [93] based on solving SDEs to study the
modulation of protons and anti-protons and found a maximum drift effect of a factor of
~10 below ~100 MeV which gradually subsides with increasing KE to become negligible
above 10 GeV. These predicted effects are large so that no attention was then given to
smaller modulation effects above a few GeV as is done nowadays with the availability
of precise GCR spectra. Recently, aspects of the modeling of anti-protons were reported
in [28,119,151]; the latter raising additional questions about what the VLIS for anti-protons
may be. In what follows the modelling study given here is described based on the approach
outlined in this paper on how to obtain what can be considered a realistic anti-proton VLIS
for solar modulation studies.

To recap concisely, the approach mentioned above is focus on gauging the numerical
model and validating the modulation parameters on reproducing the observed protons
and helium spectra at the HP at low KE and at Earth at much higher KE; see also [48–51].
The model is then applied to anti-protons with the assumption that there is no fundamental
reason for anti-protons to be differently modulated than protons apart from the drift
field directions that changes every 11 years. It is thus implied that anti-protons have
the exact same MFPs as well as the drift scale than protons but oppositely directed drift
velocity fields.
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5.1. The Anti-Proton VLIS and Modulated Spectra

The numerical modeling described here is focussed on the PAMELA anti-proton
spectra averaged from 2006 to 2009 to obtain improved statistics [145,152,153] which as such
has less uncertainty than observations reported before this mission. The availability of very
precise proton spectra for the same period and from the same detector makes the gauging
process of the modeling much easier. The physics in the GALPROP code is adjusted to
determine two possible anti-proton LISs which is then used in the modulation code at
122 AU to compute the corresponding modulated spectra at Earth based on the equivalent
study of proton modulation. The procedure, followed here, including the adjustment
of relevant physics in GALPROP, is described in [46,57]. It is worth mentioning that
doing this for positrons and anti-protons is more complicated because they are secondary
GCRs thus influenced by how they are created in galactic space through nuclear cross-
sections. The two LISs computed with GALPROP are the plain diffusion (PD) and the
reacceleration (REAC) approach, the latter being our preferred model for computing the
LIS for protons. These two LISs are shown in Figure 15, the PD-model considered as the
upper limit (black dotted line) and the REAC-model as the lower limit (black dashed line).
The corresponding modulated spectra at Earth are computed based on the modulation
parameters that worked optimally for protons for the solar minimum period 2009. These
modulated spectra are compared to the mentioned PAMELA data. Inspection of these
results shows that the REAC-model produces a LIS, specified in our modulation model as
the HP (122 AU), that goes through the observational data at the Earth and thus fails to be
considered as a realistic VLIS in our opinion. The PD-model gives a modulated spectrum
significantly above the observations, which we anticipated because the same result was
found for protons. This dilemma causes us to calculate an averaged VLIS (black solid line),
using the two mentioned GALPROP spectra, and of which the corresponding modulated
spectrum (red solid line) reproduces the observations reasonably well. We also repeated
the modulation part using modulation conditions as found for protons for 2006 but found
less agreement with these anti-proton observations; this modulated spectrum is found
a factor 0.8 lower at its peak value. We therefore decided to settle on this averaged LIS
(called LIS 3, Adjust, in this figure) as the optimal VLIS for further anti-proton modulation
studies below 1 GeV. Adding earlier observations for anti-protons from balloon flights to
this picture did not provide additional modulation insight and are not shown; see reviews
of these earlier observations in, e.g., [145,154,155].

The modulation of anti-protons between the HP and the Earth, as illustrated in
Figure 15, requires some additional remarks because it is rather peculiar in the sense that:

(1) The shape of the VLIS is quite different from GCR nuclei, having between 500 MeV
and 1 GeV a spectral slope close to the slope evident in the modulated spectra below
500 MeV at Earth. This slope at Earth is caused by adiabatic energy losses inside the
heliosphere and is a characteristic of modulated spectra for protons, anti-protons and
all GCR nuclei (see also [48]). The shape of the VLIS of these particles below 200 MeV
is therefore not reflected at Earth because of these energy losses inside the heliosphere;
for illustrations of this modulation effect, see, e.g., [25,156].

(2) The total amount of modulation for anti-protons is far less than for protons of the
same rigidity because of the very different shape of their VLISs, which for interest
sake is compared to the VLIS for protons in Figure 16. As alluded to above, note
where the peak in the anti-proton VLIS occurs compared to that for protons and how
completely different the spectral slopes are at both low and high rigidities. The VLIS
for protons is computed with GALPROP and normalized to PAMELA data at 100 GeV
but the anti-proton spectrum is adjusted as described above.
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Figure 15. Computed LISs for anti-protons as a function of kinetic energy using two GALPROP
models as described in the text, here indicated at 122 AU as LIS 1 Lower (dashed line) and LIS 2
Upper (dotted line). Corresponding modulated spectra at the Earth (red lines), based on modulation
conditions for 2009, are found either too high or too low so that an averaged LIS is calculated as LIS 3
Adjust (black solid line) with the corresponding modulated spectrum (solid red line) reproducing
optimally PAMELA observations averaged for 2006 to 2009 [152] (filled circles with error bars).

Figure 16. Computed VLISs for galactic protons [46,127] (left-side scale; black line) and for anti-
protons (right-side scale; blue line) as a function of rigidity shown here for comparative reasons;
apart from the peak values, note the vastly different spectral slopes at both low and high rigidity.
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The computed, modulated anti-proton spectra at the Earth are shown in Figure 17
with respect to the assumed VLIS at 122 AU for anti-protons in both panels. Here, they are
compared to AMS-02 observations averaged over the period 19 May 2011 to 26 May 2015 [4]
in the left panel and to PAMELA observations on the right-side as in Figure 15, repeated
here in a less cluttered panel. Although the modulated spectrum for 2006–2009 is in good
agreement with the PAMELA data, the corresponding modulated spectrum for 2011–2015
is not agreeing at all rigidities with the AMS-02 observations. It is still quite reasonable
in our view, given that the period after 2009 had experienced increased solar activity so
that averaging over such a relatively long period makes the reproduction of observations
more challenging. When applying our model for maximum solar activity conditions such
as in early 2014, the peak value of the modulated anti-proton differential intensity in units
as shown in Figure 17, drops to ~1.3 × 10−2 at 2 GeV whereas at a 100 MeV it drops to
~1.2 × 10−3 and at 10 MeV to ~1.2 × 10−4.

Figure 17. Modulated anti-proton spectra as computed with this work modulation model compared here with long-time
averaged observations from PAMELA (July 2006–December 2009) [152] in the right-side panel and AMS-02 (May 2011–May
2015) [4] in the left-side panel as. The VLIS in each panel is shown as solid black lines and the computed, modulated spectra,
averaged over corresponding periods, are shown by solid blue lines. SEM indicates standard error of mean (standard
deviation/

√
n).

The total modulation factor for anti-protons is shown in Figure 18; this is the factor that
the VLIS is reduced between the HP and Earth because of solar modulation as a function
of KE and computed for the period 2015b (averaged over the last six months of 2015) when
B at the Earth was observed to be at a maximum. This factor thus represents the total
modulation over a distance of 121 AU during solar maximum modulation conditions. In
this case solar modulation was assumed in the model to commence at 100 GeV. Compared
to the simulated modulation factor for protons and electrons [27] and for positrons [45],
this factor for anti-protons is much less at low KE and depicts a peculiar form (flatness)
from ~300 MeV to around 2 GeV which is absent for protons.
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Figure 18. The total modulation factor for anti-protons as a function of KE at Earth with respect to
the normalized VLIS specified at 122 AU; here computed for the period 2015b.

For the time being, we prefer to refrain from adjusting the VLIS for anti-protons
simply to produce a better fit to the averaged AMS-02 data as shown in Figure 17; see [157].
The averaging of observational data over long periods is a complicating aspect when
precise modeling is an objective. However, this issue remains important so we hope
that observations which are analysed on a shorter observational time–scale will become
available for the present solar minimum period.

5.2. Charge-Sign Dependence

After reproducing the AMS-02 proton and averaged anti-proton spectra, the subse-
quent anti-proton to proton ratio was calculated (simulated) as a function of time, from
2011–2017, for KE of 1.0–1.5 GeV. This is shown in Figure 19, with the ratio normalized to
the value in 2006. It follows that this ratio increases gradually from 2011 to 2017, to reach a
maximum in Nov-Dec 2013, and then decreases back to a minimum in Jan 2017. In order to
reproduce the AMS-02 ratio, and in addition to varying the DCs (shown in Figure 4), we
had to keep the drift scale (or drift coefficient) at a minimum level for the solar maximum
period, and then had to increase it gradually to a maximum value as solar activity decreases
to a minimum. What is shown here relates to what was shown in Figure 5 for the drift
scale, at its maximum value during the 2006–2009 minimum epoch to decrease gradually
up to its smallest value for the 2012–2014 reversal period, and then increasing gradually
back to a maximum value in Dec 2016.

The numerical simulations for the anti-proton to proton variation with time reported
in [158] produced large jumps during solar maximum period associated with the change
in the HMF polarity because in their modeling approach drift was not changed with
solar activity, similar to what was done with first generations drift models before the
Ulysses mission [15–17,33]; see, e.g., [149]. The simulated anti-proton to proton ratio,
not normalized and for a shorter time scale, is repeated in Figure 20 for the KE range
1.0–1.5 GeV as a function of time given by Bartels rotation numbers from 2426 to 2506 (May
2011 to May 2017) as reported by AMS-02.
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Figure 19. Computed anti-proton to proton ratio as a function of time for 1.0-2.0 GeV at the Earth, here normalized to the
value in 2006b. Points indicate model results, interpolated and smoothed as indicated by the solid line. The HMF reversal
period with no well-defined polarity is indicated as before. How solar activity has progressed over this period, is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 20. Similar to Figure 19, now enlarged and not normalized, showing the computed anti-proton to proton ratio for
Bartels rotation numbers 2426–2506 (May 2011–May 2017), here for KE of 1.0–1.5 GeV. Circled points indicate model results,
interpolated and smoothed as indicated by the solid line.
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Let us emphasize that in order to obtain these ratios over time it is necessary to adjust
the DCs and very specifically the drift coefficient systematically over time, with the latter
becoming very small during the HMF polarity reversal period; see also Figures 4 and 5
above. This modeling study highlights the modulation differences between anti-protons
and protons especially for the reversal period. In the next section, the focus will be on the
difference between positron and anti-proton modulation.

6. Differences between Positron and Anti-Proton Modulation

A display of the main differences between positron and anti-proton modulation needs
to start off with showing the enormous difference between the positron and anti-proton
VLISs as used for this study. This is shown in Figure 21 in comparison with observations
from PAMELA [113,152,153], illustrative of the observed positron and anti-proton spectra
at the Earth based on the total modulation from 1 AU up to the HP at 122 AU during solar
minimum conditions. Evidently, these two VLISs differ significantly the lower the KE, with
the positron intensity exceeding the anti-proton intensity by a factor of up to 107 below
10−2 GeV. In contrast, the electron intensity exceeds the proton intensity by a factor of
maximum 10 at this KE [111,135].

Figure 21. Computed VLISs for galactic positrons (solid blue line) and anti-protons (solid black line)
along with observations from PAMELA [113,152] here averaged over 2006–2009, as examples of
modulated positron and anti-proton spectra at the Earth based on the total modulation from 1 AU to
the HP at 122 AU during solar minimum conditions.

6.1. Positron to Anti-Proton Ratio as a Function of Rigidity

Figure 22 displays the ratio of the VLISs of positrons and anti-protons (solid black line)
together with the corresponding simulated positron to anti-proton modulated ratio at the
Earth for modulation conditions as in 2006b (red lines) and 2009b (blue lines), for both drift
cycles A < 0 and A > 0. The latter serves as predictions for the present solar minimum epoch.
The observational ratio above 1 GV is from [4], matching the simulations reasonably well.
The difference between the A < 0 and A > 0 cycles is indicative of the extent of drift effects
for these GCRs, evidently becoming quite large below 1 GV. These differences relate to
what was shown in Figure 2, according to which the positron modulation is dominated by
diffusion at lower rigidity (with relatively large and steady MFPs) in contrast to anti-proton
modulation which is dominated by adiabatic energy losses at low rigidities as the MFPs
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get systematically smaller with decreasing rigidity. The causes of these modulation effects
are similar to the differences between electron and proton modulation [111] except for the
charge-sign dependence which is not at play between positrons and anti-protons.

Figure 22. Ratio of the VLISs of positrons (e+) and anti-protons (solid black line) as a function of
rigidity together with the corresponding simulated positron to anti-proton ratio at the Earth for
modulation conditions in 2006b (red lines) and 2009b (blue lines) and for both drift cycles A < 0
and A > 0. The latter, indicated as green and grey lines, serve as predictions for the present solar
minimum epoch. Observational ratio (blue circles) above 10 GV is from [4].

6.2. Positron to Anti-Proton Ratio as a Function Time

The time dependence of the simulated positron to anti-proton ratio is shown in
Figure 23 at two rigidity intervals: 1.0–2.0 GV (top panel) and 0.5–1.0 GV (bottom panel).
The standard error of mean (SEM; standard deviation/

√
n) is shown here for the modeling

results (solid line with shaded grey band). Evidently, the largest values are obtained in 2009
with the smallest values during solar maximum activity, at the beginning of the reversal
period. The variation with time is mainly because of the relatively larger modulation
the positrons experience in contrast to the awkward behaviour of the anti-protons as
described in relation to Figure 17. The large difference in the ratio values between these
two adjacent rigidity intervals is conspicuous and illustrative of how the vast the difference
become between the modulated spectra for these two types of anti-particles, also evident
in Figures 21 and 22.
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Figure 23. Examples of the simulated positron (e+) to anti-proton ratio as a function of time, from 2007 to 2017, at 1.0–2.0 GV
(top panel) and 0.5–1.0 GV (bottom panel). Shaded grey bands indicated the standard error of mean (SEM; standard
deviation/

√
n). Vertical shaded band is the same as used before. How solar activity has progressed over this period, is

shown in Figure 1.

7. On the Modulation of Other Types of Anti-Matter

A way to test dark matter annihilation may be found in observations at the Earth of
low-energy anti-nuclei in GCRs, such as anti-protons (see [154] describing BESS as one of
the early ground-breaking anti-matter experiments), also anti-deuteron and anti-helium
(e.g., [159]), which makes proper, realistic and precise modulation modeling eminent. This
requires the study of all four major modulation processes including particle drifts that
creates a 22-year modulation cycle, which is not described by the Force-Field approach to
solar modulation. Applying a drift model to anti-deuteron (e.g., [160,161]) is in reach once
the modulation of deuteron can be done properly with the modeling approach used here
and when relevant precise spectral observations are published (e.g., [162,163]). Estimates
exist for the LIS for deuteron and anti-deuteron (e.g., [164], and references there-in) and
some effort has already been made for deuteron modulation modeling as shown in [57]
based on deuteron observations at the HP from Voyager 1 [21] and from PAMELA [136,165]
but only over a limited energy range. A next step in precise modeling should include
the study of the solar modulation of anti-helium (e.g., [166,167]). However, this needs
additional and dedicated investigation beyond the scope of the present study.

8. A Composition of VLISs

Here, a composition of computed VLISs is provided following the procedure described
above for the purpose of pursuing precise global modelling of solar modulation for GCRs,
similar to [57]. This is shown in Figure 24 which displays the VLISs for protons, deuteron
H-2 (2H1) He-3 (3He2), He-4 (4He2), electrons, and particularly for positrons and anti-
protons. It is interesting to note that the VLIS for electrons with KE < ~80 MeV has the
largest flux of all GCRs so the question arises what the electron LIS may be down to
1 MeV and at even lower KE? Studying electron modulation to this very low energy at the
Earth is difficult because adiabatic energy losses becomes large for electrons only with KE
below their rest energy, apart from the dominating presence of Jovian electrons in the inner
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heliosphere below ~50 MeV [83,84,168,169]. The large flux of positrons below ~300 MeV,
even larger than the flux for He-4 is worth noting whereas the H-2 flux is significantly larger
than for He-3 below ~200 MeV/n. Not surprising is the low position of the anti-proton
VLIS in this hierarchy of astrophysical charged particles.

Figure 24. Compilation of computed VLISs shown here for protons, He-3, He-4, deuteron (H-2),
electrons, positrons and anti-protons, following the colour coding as indicated in the legend.

The VLIS for deuteron as displayed in Figure 24 is not considered as the final word.
However, we are confident that the VLISs for protons, anti-protons, electrons, positrons
and total He (sum of both isotopes) are already close to what may be considered as optimal
for solar modulation studies. Small adjustments to these VLISs at high rigidities, above a
few GeV/n, may be required as the study of very small modulation effects at these high
rigidities get better, again owing to these precise measurements being made at Earth and
the accompanying precise modeling of the total modulation of GCRs in the heliosphere.
Qualitatively, minor adjustments will not affect the obtained results on the computed
charge-sign dependent ratios as a function of rigidity as shown in Figure 10 to Figure 16
for electrons and positrons and for protons and anti-protons in Figures 19 and 20.

Since we focus on the refinements of VLISs to be used in heliospheric modulation
models, no discussion on how astrophysical aspects can change LISs and how that relates
to the VLIS specified at the HP is done here. Examples of such details can be found, e.g.,
in [159,160,164,170–172]. If such studies would produce VLISs which were significantly
different in terms of their spectral shapes (rigidity dependence) from what is presented
here, they should be evaluated with comprehensive modulation models to determine their
impact on the results obtained.

9. Summary and Conclusions

Determining the global and total modulation of GCRs in the heliosphere more meticu-
lously than before has become possible because aspects such as the position of the TS and
especially the HP are reasonably settled. Consensus on the actual shape of the heliosphere
has not yet been reached (e.g., [12]) but so far there exists no conclusive evidence that the
shape of the heliosphere [34,148] plays a real dominant role in the total modulation of
GCRs observed at Earth.

Sophisticated solar modulation modelling of protons, electrons and total Helium
has made it possible to refine the VLISs for all GCR nuclei, with the emphasis in this
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study on positrons and anti-protons. This approach, together with precise observations at
Earth, contribute in restraining the uncertainties in the VLIS even for GCRs not observed
by the Voyager spacecraft beyond the HP. Evidently, global modulation studies with
comprehensive numerical models contribute meaningfully to the testing and refinement of
the VLISs for GCRs.

The modeling presented here includes the effects of the solar magnetic field chang-
ing it’s ‘polarity’ to create a 22-year modulation cycle and illustrates differences in how
positrons and anti-protons are modulated over time and specifically how much particle
drifts they experience which is significant at kinetic energies lower than a few GeV. Because
the VLIS for anti-protons has a very peculiar spectral shape in contrast to the one for
protons, the total modulation of anti-protons is awkwardly different compared to that for
protons and other GCR nuclei.

The total modulation factor for anti-protons as a function of KE at Earth is computed
with respect to the VLIS specified at the HP (122 AU); see Figure 18. The detailed anti-
proton to proton ratio as a function of solar activity is computed for an 11-year period and
serves as a prediction of what happens over periods of extreme solar activity and a change
in the HMF polarity (Figures 19 and 20). This prediction deviates from other predictions
on how this ratio changes during maximum solar activity; see, e.g., [149,158,173]. We
found that this ratio decreases generally with decreasing solar activity and increases with
increasing solar activity to reach a peak value during maximum solar activity, making
a gradual change towards a peak value during this period. This ratio at 1–2 GeV may
change as much as a factor of 1.5 over a solar cycle and the differential intensity for anti-
protons may decrease by a factor of 2 at 100 MeV from solar minimum to solar maximum.
Acquiring these charge-sign dependent ratios over time at the Earth it is necessary to adjust
the heliospheric DCs and very specifically the drift coefficient systematically with solar
activity, with the latter becoming quite small during the HMF polarity reversal period; see
Figures 2–5.

The ratio of the VLISs of positrons to anti-protons are determined together with the
corresponding simulated positron to anti-proton ratio at the Earth, based on modulation
conditions that existed in 2006 and 2009, done for both drift cycles, A < 0 and A > 0. The
latter serves as predictions for the present solar minimum epoch.

A composition of computed VLISs is given in Figure 24 for the purpose of pursuing
precise global modelling of solar modulation for these GCRs. It follows that the VLIS for
electrons with KE < ~80 MeV has the largest flux of all GCRs with the anti-proton flux by
far the lowest.
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